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Chapter 1

Customization of the Telecommunication Market
Based on the Application of the Concept of Service Products

Natalia V. Vasilenko and Alexey J. Linkov

Abstract

The analysis of the structure and dynamics of the main indicators of the Russian telecommunication services market shows the achievement of saturation state of this market and the exhaustion of extensive sources of growth. Given the presence of a complex of negative socioeconomic factors, the source of maintaining the market positions of telecommunication companies is the customization of the services offered. For this purpose, the concept of the service products can be applied, involving the inclusion of the additional, accompanying and derivative services into the customer service package. The prerequisites for the application of the concept of the service product in the telecommunication field are the availability of the multiattribute properties and interdependence of elements in the product of that field. On the telecommunication market we can consider three types of service products.

Customization of the Russian market of telecommunication services is carried out taking into account its strong state protectionism, which is conditioned by the strategic importance and the high social significance of the telecommunication industry. Saturation of the market in the conditions of oligopoly and sophistication of consumers stimulate the telecommunication companies to include in their market offer the service products of all three types.
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1. Introduction

The economy and the society of the twenty-first century are functioning in the conditions of the rapidly developing telecommunication technologies. Their ubiquitous application accelerates
the economic development, contributes to higher living standards and welfare of the population, and creates new sources of competitive advantages for the enterprises, industries and national economies in general.

In the modern conditions, the telecommunications industry belongs to one of the most strategically important sectors of the Russian economy, performing the infrastructural function of ensuring the needs of society in the transmission of various kinds of information. Advanced development of the telecommunications is a prerequisite for creating the business infrastructure and the favorable conditions for investment attracting, for solving the employment problems.

“The Concept for the Development of the Telecommunications Services Market in the Russian Federation” (http://www.inforeg.ru) identifies the main segments of the telecommunication services market:

• the mobile communication services, leading in the total volume of telecommunication services and characterized by a high level of competition in the conditions, on the one hand, of the steady growth of the number of Russian mobile subscribers (1.5–1.8 times per year) and, on the other hand, a steady decrease of the tariffs for the corresponding services;

• the local telephone services, whose operators concentrate their efforts on the attracting of the most solvent customers, offering a wide range of modern services;

• long distance and international telecommunication services that are monopolized by Rostelecom in Russia, but the operators of other communication networks can use some elements of the infrastructure of this company;

• the data transmission services (including the Internet), developing most rapidly compared to other segments of the telecommunications market in terms of subscribers growth and infrastructure development.

The Russian market of the telecommunication services reached a volume of 1672.0 billion rubles by 2015. According to data in Table 1, the share of the mobile communication services in the total volume of telecommunication services increases from 25.5 to 34.5% in the period of 2000–2015, gradually replacing the services provided by fixed telephones (from 53.9 to 11.7%, respectively). Even more clearly, this trend was manifested for services rendered to the population, for which the share of the mobile communication services increased from 26.6 to 54.8%, and the share of fixed communication decreased from 58.6 to 9.8%.

At the same time, the share of the mobile communication services has declined over the past 5 years in the total volume of telecommunication services from 43.8 to 34.5%, being replaced by Internet-based data services, whose share shows steady growth, reaching 16.1% by 2015.

It should be noted that over the past 10 years, the telecommunications market in Russia has reached its saturation. This process was due to two basic circumstances.

First, by the stabilization of the market structure in terms of the main types of consumers (see Table 2).

Second, by stabilization of the number of telephone sets of the public switched telephone network and mobile cellular subscribers (see Table 3).
The preservation of the described trends in 2016–2017 is confirmed by the results of a study conducted by the Analytical Research “Russian Telecommunications Market–2017. Preliminary Results” made by Agency TMT Consulting (http://tmt-consulting.ru). In this study is the following expanded structure of the telecommunications services market presented: mobile communications–55%, Internet access–12%, postal services–10%, fixed telephony–8%, pay TV–5%, inter-operator services–4%, others–6%.

At present, the main providers of telecommunications services can be divided (with some degree of conventionality) into two groups, differing by the technologies used and by the set of telecommunication services provided (Table 4).
The data in Table 4 confirm that the development of the telecommunications services market is primarily due to the dissemination of the new technologies:

- the mobile communication technologies supplant the fixed communication services due to the high level of competitiveness of the mobile communication and IP telephony;
- a wired connection is currently dominated in the Internet access. It is explained by the faster connection speed compared to a wireless connection, the ability to transmit the large amounts of information as well as a high degree of reliability and security;
- with the introduction of fourth and fifth generations of the technologies, which have a higher data transfer rate and lower delay in sending packets than 3G technology, a gradual decrease in the share of fixed communication and in the provision of data services is predicted.

Despite the fact that the technologies provide continuous improvement of the quality of telecommunication services, the key aspect of the market interaction between producer and consumer remains the process of the telecommunication services providing.

A number of negative factors can be identified for the further development of the Russian market of telecommunication services:

- a slowdown of GDP growth rates, a decrease in the income level of the population, which, in order to optimize the expenditures, reduces the consumption of services with the high elasticity, which require or the support by the telecommunication services, or the telecommunications services themselves;
- the saturation of the mobile communication services market, which means the exhaustion of opportunities for extensive development (there are 151 active subscribers per 100 population in Russia, which exceeds the level of the developed countries by a quarter (120)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type of provider</th>
<th>Types of services provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fixed-line operators</td>
<td>• local telephony,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• long-distance and international telephone communication,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• access to the Internet,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• cable TV,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• digital television, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cellular operators</td>
<td>• voice services,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• data-services,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• mobile Internet,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• mobile on-line-services, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The main types of the telecommunication service providers.
and the level of the developing countries by two-thirds (91). Every second Russian visits
Internet daily (https://issek.hse.ru);

- a steady tendency to reduce the average price per minute, which dropped in Russia from
2.23 rubles to 0.38 rubles in 2004–2014, as well as tendency to reduce the average price of
1 megabyte—from 21.43 rubles (2006) to 0.11 rubles (2014), which complicates the task of
preserving the market positions of telecommunication services providers;

- shortening of the life cycle of technologies used in the telecommunications industry, lead-
ing to the need for substantial investment into the infrastructure changes at the threat of
loss of the market positions;

- the sophistication of consumers requiring the high-quality service and attention to their
desires from the mobile operators that offering essentially homogeneous products (in terms
of minutes, SMS, megabytes). In these conditions, it is necessary to search for those sources
of growth that will ensure the growth in revenue of mobile operators in the near future.
To solve this problem, the authors consider promising the application of the concept of the
service product.

2. Customization of the telecommunication market through the
customization of the telecommunication service products

2.1. The concept of the service product

The basis for the formation of the concept of the telecommunication service product is a stable
tendency to change the structure of the world economy in favor of the service sector. This
major institutional change is accompanied by the fragmentation of the industrial monopolies
into industrial and service components and leads to the complication of economic ties and
relations in which the consumer begins to play an increasingly important role. Subjective
assessment of the value of services and the technological achievements contribute to the indi-
vidualization of consumption and as a response of producers to the needs of the market—to
the customization of the production. The proposed concept of the service product allows
to divide the value delivered to the consumer of services into its components and to orient
service organizations to strategic product innovations.

The service product is an independent service or a system that combines the material prod-
ucts and related services [4].

The expediency of linking services and goods in a service product is confirmed by modern
trends in the development of the service sector. First, the provision of a number of services
involves the consumption of certain goods, items of material nature. At the same time, many
material objects are closely tied to the services and only to the services. To obtain a mobile
communication service [5], the consumer needs to purchase a special device (phone, tablet,
etc.) and a SIM card that will allow using the communication service. With the development
of technical progress, with the spread of high technology, this trend is increasing.
Second, the consumption of some goods is supplemented by the acquisition of accompanying services. Such an addition can increase the attractiveness of the goods for consumers. Therefore, the purchase of the smartphone becomes attractive, as it allows access to the Internet and to various mobile applications that allow the customer make purchases, manage financial resources, etc.

Third, the basic service is accompanied by the receipt of related goods and services [6]. For example, air passengers can receive the food, press, duty-free goods in the flight, baggage transportation services, etc. When staying at the hotel, the customer can order a taxi to the airport, tickets for the concert, etc. Modern Internet technologies allow almost any service to be accompanied by financial online operations.

An important property of the service product is its multiattributivity. The service product is a collection of many attributes with different properties and purposes. Therefore, one can single out in it a basic, or a primary utility, directly correlated with the satisfaction of the customer need, which has become an incentive for the purchase of the service product.

The customer can add to the primary utility the additional attributes that create additional or secondary utility and increase the beneficial effect for the consumer due to greater comfort, lower time costs, etc.

The additional attributes can be both functional (objective) and emotional (subjective) results of the perception.

In this case, the most important difference between the multiattributivity of the service product and the multiattributivity of a good is that for different consumers, the basic utility can be formed by various services and goods that are part of the same service product.

The multiattributivity of the service product and the “floating” (under the influence of consumer preferences) nature of the primary utility explain the second important property of the service product—the interdependence between all its parts. This interdependence determines the inclusion into the service product of the maximum possible (from the point of view of economic feasibility) number of attributes with the possibility of choosing the attribute which is important for the consumer.

To order the attributes of the service product, it is useful to divide them into two groups [7]:

- invariable attribute of the service product, without which the consumer cannot imagine the realization of the basic function (the primary perceived utility);
- variable attribute of the service product, the presence or absence of which will signal to the consumer about the class and status of the goods (secondary perceived utility).

In this case, as a rule, both basic and additional utilities are most often created and offered not by one firm, but by a group of participants of the industrial market [8]. This premise makes it possible to combine optimally the model of multiattributive goods with the model of the industrial “chain” of the added value creating, and, accordingly, of the utility creating.
The results of research in the field of the quality of services assessing [9–11] confirm that the degree of perception of the service product is formed for the consumer as a cumulative estimate of the consumption of all its components. The competition in the provision of the services, correlated with the primary utility, has already led to a situation where further improvement in their quality depends on the achievements of scientific and technological progress and significant investments. Therefore, the opportunities for gaining competitive advantages due to the perception of the consumer value of the service product are associated with the added components of it, which are variable from the point of view of the offer of various service organizations. This is about a secondary perceived utility.

To determine the composition of the service product in terms of the secondary perceived utility, it is advisable to consider three types of services [12]:

- additional services,
- accompanying services,
- derivative services.

The additional services can be divided into two groups:

- compulsory services, provided by the service organization, since their absence or poor quality adversely affects the final assessment of the consumer;
- noncompulsory services, fulfilling the role of strengthening of the consumer perception and giving a certain individuality to the service organization.

The accompanying services do not appear on the market as an independent object of purchase and sale. They are provided to consumers in the form of a free supplement as the price of the accompanying service does not appear as an independent part of the payment, but is included by the seller into the market price of the service product. The accompanying services act as the ensuring of the purchased product delivery to a location specified by the buyer, as the setting up or adjusting of the purchased product, as the providing of some additional information, as the training to use the purchased product, as the spare parts supplying, as the providing of the special guarantees, insurance services, etc.

The derivative services include the services, the availability of which is established by the rules for the provision of services preceding the derivative services in accordance with their nature and purpose. The need for derivative services arises in the conditions when the consumer receives the right to provide him with some kind of basic service. Together with this right, a potential opportunity to use a whole bunch of derivative services (of both paid and partially paid or already included into the price) is acquired.

The diversity and compatibility of the telecommunication services with other services, as well as with some material objects, for example, devices and equipment, create the prerequisites for the application of the concept of the service product for the telecommunications industry.
2.2. The types of telecommunication service products

In the Federal Law of the Russian Federation “On the Communications,” the communication services are treated as the activities for receiving, processing, storing, transferring, and delivering of the messages by electricity connections or postal items. According to the all-Russian classifier of economic activity types, these services are included in the section “The activity in the field of the electricity connection” (Code 64.2 in the classifier of economic activity types, OKVED). In the conditions of the rapid development of information, electronic and digital technologies, the services in the field of the electricity connection are increasingly beginning to be considered as telecommunication services.

The term “telecommunications” comes from the Latin word “communico,” which means “the form of communication,” and from the Greek word “tele,” which means “acting at a great distance.” To date, telecommunications is a complex of methods for the transfer of information, which is based on the transmission and transformation of electromagnetic signals. From a technical point of view, the main type of a good produced by the telecommunications industry is the exchange of information at remote (and near) distances, which can take place in different forms, depending on the mode of transmission, the type of channel, and the type of signal.

From the economic point of view, the telecommunication service can be described by the benefits to the consumer. Such benefits are reflected in the attributes of the service [13]. The multiattributivity of the mobile communication service is shown in Table 5.

By selecting and combining the most important attributes for consumers, the telecommunication services provider attracts attention to them, forming a demand from potential customers. Depending on the predicted primary utility of a certain consumer segment, the values indicated in Table 5 will be either invariant or variable.

The interdependence of the components of the service telecommunications product is manifested (in accordance with the neoclassical economic theory) in two aspects: interchangeability and complementarity.

The prerequisite for the interchangeability of the telecommunication services is the availability of various ways of the information conveying. Therefore, to send a message, it is possible to use a direct call, send an SMS or MMS message, write a letter by e-mail, leave a message in your voice mail, and so on.

The interchangeability of some ways of the information conveying leads to the emergence of new services on the market with improved quality parameters and to the decrease in the demand for traditional services. According to the reporting of telecommunication companies, the number of fixed telephony subscribers in Russia decreased by 0.8–1.0 million people per year in the period 2010–2013. More than 1.8 million subscribers refused to use mobile telephony services in 2015. The factor of pressure on the price of calls in the network of mobile operators, especially on the price of long-distance and international calls, is the VoIP system, which ensures the transmission of the voice signal over the Internet [2].
The development of one of the mutually complementary services in the telecommunications market ensures the activation of the demand for another service. Therefore, the drivers of the demand for SIM-cards of mobile operators at first were the voice services, then short messages without the need for an immediate response (SMS), and finally, mobile Internet traffic. However, it should be noted that the more and more subscribers start to use the special applications for data transfer, as the cost of traffic (megabytes) is cheaper than standard calls and SMS. The active development of wi-fi networks with free access replaces paid mobile Internet services.

The market of these services, in particular the market of mobile communication services, is a network market [14]. This fact is of a significant importance for the formation of the usefulness of the telecommunication services. This means that the utility of the service on the network market depends on its prevalence among the potential consumers. The positive external effect from the introduction of a new service or a new service product on the network market can be a result [15].

The primary and secondary perceived utilities of the telecommunication services product components can vary from one group of consumers to another. To cover a larger number of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The technical quality of communication</td>
<td>• The quality of the voice transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The reliability and the speed of delivery of messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The opportunity to call at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The breadth of coverage in the place of residence of the consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and other settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The range of services provided by the mobile operator</td>
<td>• The differentiation of the services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The reliability in obtaining the necessary services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The ease of activation, use and cancelation of services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The level of consumer costs (tariffs)</td>
<td>• The differentiation of tariff plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The simplicity and clarity of tariff plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The total cost of mobile communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The billing</td>
<td>• The update rate of the balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The convenience of replenishment of the account and payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for the provided services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Accuracy and correctness of withdrawal of money from the account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strategies for interaction with the consumers of services (CRM)</td>
<td>• The volume and methods of information providing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Availability of loyalty programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• A list of services that can be obtained through the automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>menu on the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Availability and convenience of the call-center services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The mobile service attributes.

The development of one of the mutually complementary services in the telecommunications market ensures the activation of the demand for another service. Therefore, the drivers of the demand for SIM-cards of mobile operators at first were the voice services, then short messages without the need for an immediate response (SMS), and finally, mobile Internet traffic. However, it should be noted that the more and more subscribers start to use the special applications for data transfer, as the cost of traffic (megabytes) is cheaper than standard calls and SMS. The active development of wi-fi networks with free access replaces paid mobile Internet services.

The market of these services, in particular the market of mobile communication services, is a network market [14]. This fact is of a significant importance for the formation of the usefulness of the telecommunication services. This means that the utility of the service on the network market depends on its prevalence among the potential consumers. The positive external effect from the introduction of a new service or a new service product on the network market can be a result [15].

The primary and secondary perceived utilities of the telecommunication services product components can vary from one group of consumers to another. To cover a larger number of
potential consumers, the companies that participate in the formation of the telecommunication service products use several strategies:

- the mobile device manufacturers supply them with numerous unified sets of built-in applications, giving the possibility to the consumer to expand these sets, individualizing the consumption;
- the mobile communication service operators, based on a constant analysis of the market situation of telecommunications services, differentiate the offer through the implantation of various combinations of homogeneous products into different tariff plans;
- the companies that provide other types of services using digital technologies and develop new services, for example, electronic store, electronic reservation system, mobile bank, mobile television, etc.

The service products from the point of view of the telecommunications industry participation in them can be divided into three types:

- internal, covering the products and services produced by enterprises and organizations of the telecommunications industry, for example, the services packages of mobile operators;
- external in terms of resources, including the necessary material elements, produced, in particular, by enterprises of the electrotechnical industry, for example, mobile phones, tablets, computers, etc.;
- external in terms of the target function that assumes that the consumer uses the telecommunication services product as a means of access to some basic good or service, for example, opening a deposit through a mobile bank or booking a table in a restaurant through a mobile operator.

Let us consider each type of service product in detail.

To characterize the internal telecommunications service products, the service package model [16] and the corresponding batch sales technology [17] can be applied.

In accordance with this approach, the product of the telecommunications industry is provided as a set of different services, which together form the aggregate service product, including (from the manufacturer's point of view):

- the main service for the providing of which the company-operator enters the market;
- auxiliary services that promote the consumption of the main service, so without them, the package cannot be sold to the consumer;
- supporting services aimed at increasing the attractiveness of the main service for consumers and creating the prerequisites for forming a competitive advantage of the company offering them.
If the main service provided by the company is the connection of a telephone, the Internet or a pay-TV, then the customer support, payment methods, etc. can be considered as the auxiliary services, and the training, the provision of information materials, etc., can be considered as supporting services.

The main advantage of the technology of the package sales is that the provision of a services package reduces sales costs due to economies of scale and the ability to use the discounts that exist in the company. Therefore, it is not necessary to reduce further the cost of telecommunications services. Therefore, this technology can be considered a non-price tool to increase the customer loyalty.

It is important to understand that from the positions of the customer and the performer of the telecommunication service product the designation of its components is not the same (Table 6), so that modern companies operating in the telecommunication services market, offering service packages of different substantive content, in some cases be combined with each other [18].

The data in Table 6 confirm that the basis of the packet sales technology in relation to the internal telecommunication service products is detailed elaboration of proposals for the formation of packages of services with a justification of their composition for a variety of conditions (for different groups of customers).

The inclusion of telecommunication services to external in terms of resources telecommunication service products due to their dependence from the technology development, causing the improvement of the material components of the service product—devices and equipment (hard) and information and network infrastructure (soft). Thus, the external in terms of resources telecommunication service products include not only telecommunication companies’ services but also products of the electronic industry and other industries, as well as the results of operations for the development of software and databases for the functioning of social networks.

Many achievements in the field of microelectronics, computer technology, space research, new material technologies and many others are immediately used to form new and to improve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On the part of the telecommunication services customer</th>
<th>On the part of the telecommunication services provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The basic service that has the primary utility for the consumer,</td>
<td>1. The main service for which the company-operator enters the market;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The additional services:</td>
<td>2. The auxiliary services that technologically support the implementation of the main service;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• compulsory, providing a standard level of technical quality of the service,</td>
<td>3. The supporting services aimed at attracting of the consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• optional, focused on the individualization of the supply,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The accompanying services that create an increased level of consumer comfort in accordance with the customer’s strategy,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The derived services, access to which the consumer receives when paying for the basic service.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The structure of the telecommunication service product.
functioning technical and computing facilities, communication networks [19]. All this contributes to the emergence of new information technologies and meeting the needs for telecommunication services. Manufacturers of mobile devices determine the rate of development and modernization of the telecommunication services market because they supply the base stations, controllers and switching centers for cellular operators. For example, in Russia, the equipment for “Megafon” is mainly supplied by Nokia and Siemens; for “VimpelCom” – by Alcatel, Sony, Nokia; for MTS– by Siemens, Sony, Motorola.

According to Cisco’s data, by 2017, about two-thirds of the world’s mobile traffic falls to the share of smartphones (Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update, 2012–2017). Monthly traffic volumes per device increase from 342 to 2660 MB over the same period. From 2012 to 2017, the average speed of the mobile channel increases 7.4 times, and the average connection speed for smartphones and tablets increases 3.2 times. One of the main factors of this increase is the improvement of the technical characteristics of mobile devices.

The social networks are the main driver of the growth of mobile VoIP services. VoIP services are increasingly being built into the social networking applications that provide economic benefits for making international and long distance telephone calls, as well as for creating the distributed corporate telephone networks (Table 7).

Depending on the specifics of the formation of external in terms of resources telecommunication service products, the commodity policy of telecommunications companies should include the planning of an assortment of telecommunications equipment, without which it is impossible to provide the corresponding services. This allows not only to demonstrate the quality of service in the company but also to strengthen the “material component” of the service.

Some examples of the external telecommunication service products are as follows:

- sale of SIM-cards with USB-modems, telephone sets, routers and other equipment under the brand of a mobile operator,
- sell the service “Internet access” with modems under the brand of an Internet provider.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Service name</th>
<th>Features and possibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Skype–messenger, including on mobile platforms | • Making and receiving calls to ordinary phones  
• Provision of video communication and videoconferences up to 10 people |
| 2   | Google Hangouts–service for business communications, including on mobile platforms | • Application for group video communication (Meet)  
• Application for group chat (Chat) |
| 3   | Viber–mobile VoIP application for iPhone, integrates into the address book | • Making free calls in high quality between smartphones with Viber installed  
• Making calls to ordinary and mobile phones at low rates |


Table 7. The most common IP telephony services (VoIP).
Expediency of functioning on the market of the external in terms of the target function telecommunication service products is caused by infrastructural function of telecommunications in relation to other economy branches.

The telecommunications sector permeates in the modern conditions virtually all areas of the economic activity plays a leading role in the productions processes organizing, improving the efficiency of public administration, solving of security problems, and so on. This trend will increase with the development of the digital economy, which is based on the means of communications. The consumers will need not only the transfer of information in itself, as access to the various platforms and services in the electronic form. Hence, the development of the external in terms of the target function telecommunication service products is associated with the process of digitalization of the services.

The most important difference between the types of service products being considered from the other two types of service products is that the primary utility for the consumer can be associated with any service provided by digital technologies. The digital technology is a fusion of information technology and telecommunications. Telecommunication services that generate secondary utility can be a part of the additional, accompanying or derivative services. It will depend on the generated service product and the customer preferences (Table 8).

A special place in the external in terms of the target function telecommunication service products is occupied by financial services. In this case, the integration of two infrastructure functions is realized. The result of this process is the transfer of information for the movement of electronic funds, implying a change of their owner (e.g., in the case of payment for goods or services) or a change of their forms (e.g., in the situation of the credit deal).

The integrated component of the service product in this area is mobile banking as well as various payment systems. According to OKchanger.ru, the most popular payment systems are PayPal (24.32% user voices), Perfect Money (14.47%) and Payeer (11.74%).

The modern telecommunications companies have a direct impact on the customization of the service products of all types. This problem is discussed in the next section of the chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>The primary utility</th>
<th>The type of the economic activity</th>
<th>The role of the telecommunication services in the secondary utility</th>
<th>The type of the telecommunication services in the service product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acquisition of the right to receive the service</td>
<td>the service at the pharmacy</td>
<td>electronic queue</td>
<td>additional (mandatory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Acquisition of the right to receive services</td>
<td>the distribution of tickets for the entertainment events</td>
<td>on-line booking service</td>
<td>additional (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Purchase of a good e-commerce, logistics services</td>
<td>on-line services of the goods orders and their tracking</td>
<td>accompanying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reception of the service passenger transport</td>
<td>on-line registration service</td>
<td>derivative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. The examples of the structure of the external in terms of the target function telecommunication service products.
2.3. The features of the Russian telecommunication market and the customization of telecommunication service products

The customization is the adaptation of the mass products or services to the needs of the individual consumer. At the core of customization lies the individualization of consumer demand, prepared by the development of modern technology, which created the prerequisites for personifying of the service conditions.

The personalization of the supply requires the increasing of the telecommunication industry companies' flexibility, which could not be achieved in the conditions of the natural monopoly, classically justified for the communications industry. The experience of many countries shows that the modern telecommunication services market is undergoing the transformation toward imperfect competition. This market is an oligopoly in Russia (Table 9).

Currently, the Russian telecommunication market is formed by four main public corporations with 80% of the market approximately: “MTS,” “Megafon,” “VimpelCom” (brand “Beeline,” currently within the EON Ltd. group of companies), and “Rostelecom.” These companies are actively competitive among themselves within the whole period of their existence.

On the Russian telecommunication market, there are also several dozens of independent mobile phone operators. The largest is “T2 Mobile (Tele2)” company, which is in the competition with the “big three” of federal operators. However, ComNews Research analysts agree that the market share of the independent mobile phone operators will be reduced in the future in favor of the federal level players.

An important feature of the Russian telecommunication services market is the State protectionism, which manifests itself in the foreign investment restricting into the telecommunication industry, which the Russian government considers as strategic industry [20].

The main tasks of the government policy in the sphere of telecommunications in Russia can be as follows:

- the improvement of the system of regulatory legal regulation of the industry aimed at developing of telecommunication services market;
- the construction of modern national telecommunications infrastructure;
- the development of the competitive environment in the telecommunications market;
- the increasing of the telecommunications industry investment attractiveness;
- the development of new technologies supporting telecommunication services;
- the integration of the Russian telecommunication complex into the European and world telecommunication complexes taking into account national interests.

Another important feature of the Russian telecommunication services market is their social significance, generated by numerous external effects, including the effects in the field of personal and public security [21]. For these purposes, the concept of universal service has been formed in the regulatory framework. Such a service is characterized as
a certain minimum set of services of an established quality that are accessible to all users regardless of their geographical location at an acceptable price, established depending on certain national conditions. A universal service is a minimum guaranteed telecommunications service product. Universal service does not imply the customization, being essentially mass.

The high level of competition, the saturation of the market and the sophistication of consumers stimulate telecommunication companies to differentiate their supply. However, the copying of the claimed components of the service product leads to the fact that gradually a number of services are offered by the majority of participants in the telecommunications market, for example, the services of the promised payment or the possibility of changing the mobile operator with the maintaining of the mobile phone number. In this situation, the advantage is gained by the market participant who realizes more efficiently the customization of the service products offered to the consumer.

The formation of the service products allows to solve the following tasks to telecommunication companies [16]:

- to provide the consumers with discounts on services, tariffs for which are regulated by the state;
- to differentiate the standard set of the telecommunication services;
- to develop a wide range of niche offers, which is economically unjustifiably when they are individually representing at the market. At the same time, the service products may differ in the possibility of price management, the form of payment and the composition of the services provided in the service product.

The service products can perform on the telecommunications market in the following forms:

- integrated service packages [22], combining the voice services and the DATA-services in the tariff plans for at a fixed monthly fee, which provides a guaranteed return for the company;
asymmetrical packages [23], covering the service with low profitability that leads in terms of customer loyalty, and driven high profitability service with low consumer loyalty.

The use of service products in the form of integrated packages of services from the point of view of the consumer is essentially the purchase of services in bulk (a single tariff including voice, Internet, text messaging), which is much cheaper than connecting services separately. For sales offices of telecommunications companies, the implementation of integrated packages is also convenient, since in this situation they offer a single integrated package of service. Previously, in addition to sell the basic service, it was also necessary to sell additional options, depending on the client needs.

In the service product, created in the form of an asymmetric package of services, the differences between the leading and the driven services, which are usually very noticeable when sold separately, are smoothed out. A leading service with the high loyalty can level out the low loyalty for slave, profitable service, when the consumer is interested in acquiring the leading service in any form, either separately or as part of a service product. Thus, such a service product increases customer loyalty primarily to a profitable service, as its consumption grows with the growth in sales for a “leader” service. As a result, the total revenue on two services, taken separately, is less than the revenue for the service product. The application of the concept of the service product developing for the telecommunication services market in the three types of telecommunications service products should take into account the following trends in changes in consumer preferences in the current state of technologies:

- the availability of any of the services regardless of the location of the consumer;
- the receiving of the content “on demand”, in particular, as a mobile video, the share of which in 2017, according to Cisco, was 66.5% of total mobile traffic, compared with 36% in 2012;
- access to the gaming capabilities of mobile devices, especially smartphones.

To strengthen the market positions, the telecommunications companies should:

- to introduce the new technologies to improve the quality and to reduce the cost of services;
- to increase the share of the supply of service products of these types, depending on the preferences of the telecommunication services consumers;
- to create the strategic alliances for the expanding of the resource capabilities to offer not only internal, but also external telecommunication service products in terms of resources and of the target function.

3. Conclusion

Currently, the development of the Russian market of telecommunication services, associated with the dissemination of the new technologies, is constrained by the population decrease of the revenues, the need for significant investments to the infrastructure change, by the
reduction in average prices per minute and per transfer of one megabyte of data and by increasing the exactingness of consumers of the telecommunication services.

Despite the fact that the technologies provide the continuous improvement of the quality of telecommunication services, the key aspect of interaction between the customers and the companies is currently the characteristics of the customer service process. In the conditions of saturation of the telecommunications services market, customization can be achieved through the formation and supply of the service products. By combining a set of products and services, the service product allows to satisfy simultaneously the needs of various groups of consumers due to the “floating” nature of the primary and secondary perceived utilities, as well as due to the interdependence of the invariant and variable attributes of the service product. In terms of secondary utility in the service product, it is necessary to distinguish additional, accompanying and derivative services.

From the economic point of view, the telecommunication service can be described by the benefits to the consumer, reflected in the invariant and variable attributes of the service. These attributes are combined in the service products in such a way to ensure demand on the basis of maximum possible compliance with consumers’ expectations. The interchangeability of telecommunications services, due to the availability of various methods of the information transferring, usually leads to the emergence of new services on the market with improved quality parameters. Complementarity of services in the telecommunications market is supported by its network nature.

The “floating” nature of the primary utility and the digitalization of the economy led to the formation of three types of the service products involving telecommunications services. Domestic telecommunications products, formed on the basis of packet sales technology, combine products and services produced by enterprises and organizations of the telecommunications industry. The external telecommunication service products in terms of resources include the provision of equipment and mobile applications, including the network applications. To ensure this, the telecommunications companies, as a rule, have their own online stores. They also introduce themselves into the social resources network.

The prerequisite for the formation of the external telecommunication service products in terms of target function is the digitization of services in the modern economy. It is these services that represent the primary utility for the consumer. The telecommunication services can form the secondary utility for the consumer when they are a part of the service product together with the additional, accompanying, derivative services.

The main characteristics of the modern Russian market of telecommunication services should be considered the transition from a natural monopoly to an oligopoly, a strategic character of the telecommunication services market to ensure the implementation of state interests, the social significance of this market. The main forms of customization of the telecommunication services market offer are integrated and asymmetric packages of services.

The development of service products of all types plays an important role to increase the performance of telecommunication companies’ activity. It is the service products that are the tools that make it possible to increase in the modern market conditions the attractiveness of both telecommunications services and telecommunications companies themselves for existing and potential customers.
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